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If three tween sisters can understand and write a book series about one of the hottest and most
misunderstood topics of 2013, you can totally " I believe it’ Bitcoin once and for all! Hopefully,
you'll turn into a Bitcoin Believer as well.Featured in Bitcoin Magazine, CoinDesk.com, Bitcoin
Warrior, BitScan and more!comBook 1 simplifies Bitcoin by wearing down it’ David Johnston,

Executive Director, BitAngels.s Pizza. Jason King, Founder, SeansOutpost. I must say i support
what you guys are doing and am behind your time and effort.com- It’your initiative is

admirable!re getting interested in Bitcoin!get"s an excellent idea to present the concept to kids…s
great that you’ All the best!Examples include: buying Burger King, WalMart and CVS gift cards,
jewelry from Forever 21, books from the Amazon-like-Bitcoin-only estore, and Domino’Bitcoin

Editor: Trace Mayer, JD- I love what you are really doing and that you will be bringing this type of
cool information to a young audience.s main features into one poem.Companies represented

include: BitPay, Coindesk, Bitcoin Magazine and Lets Chat Bitcoin podcast.Book 2 include types
of buying food, books, and presents with Bitcoin, and sending Bitcoin via email and text

messages. The techniques they use aren't publicized anywhere except in the Bitcoin community
or through the Sabra’Book 3 presents motivational interviews by 10 avid Bitcoiners. Olaf Carlson-

Wee, Coinbase.co- I think what you guys are performing is amazing.s study. Included are some
the of the world’s most renowned Bitcoiners, such as Bitcoin Programmer Mike Hearn, Vinny

Lingham, CEO and Founder of Gyft.com, and David Johnston, Executive Director of BitAngels.co.
Trace Mayer, JD offered as the Bitcoin Editor to the series. The book can be written as a story in
the first-person with vibrant illustrations showing the practicality and possibilities Bitcoin offers
kids.** 10% of proceeds will be donated to SeansOutpost.com (5%) and TheBitcoinAcademy.com

(5%) **The Sabra Sisters are three bestselling tween authors building learning fun through
books and blogs.Bitcoin address: 16DkBPvN1Dyy3Vx5taqZeDF5w5w2ASxGvP Donate and

support the BitKidz Movement to make Bitcoin mainstream one kid at a time!
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Contains malicious website links The book frequently refers the visitors to links and a website
that generates the next message from my pc security software: "We recommend that you
perform not continue to this website... It has been reported to Microsoft for made up of threats
to your personal computer that may reveal personal or economic information. " Teach your kids
how to create their hardcore mining . Teach your kids how to create their hardcore mining rig
today so they can die from a heat stroke before they possess the mental capacity to question
your son or daughter caring decisions.
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